
Building a sophisticated ecosystem
- on the -

Binance Smart Chain



“Fear and Uncertainty 
in a Bearish DeFi Market”

High cost of DEX liquidity forces dev teams to give huge discounts to 

presale and insiders

Lack of volume stops rewards for holders

Fear leads to a race to dump off tokens

Liquidity is drained



“Show me a legit 
project on BNB Chain”

Lets face it… the market can be a scary place. 
The chore of Doing Your Own Research can be daunting…



Why CZodiac?
— What if projects could scale dex liquidity at no cost?

● Zero-cost liquidity
- Scaling stablecoin LP for tokens

● Eliminates insider dumps
- No hidden tokens, wallets, fees, or taxes

● Burn-based funding
- Burns raise price floor
- Payouts from CZodiac treaury



Features of the CZodiac ecosystem:
● ‘FairTribe’ Token Building and Liquidity Funding

● Lifetime Passive Rewards NFTs

● High-interest Stablecoin investment protocol

● Farming / Staking Platform

● Authentic Silver Dollar NFTs (backed by real silver dollars)

● v2.99 PCS Router (https://cz.cash)

● Collective community construct. Hive-minded collaborative creativity. 
Organic council for new and emerging project development growth.

● Forkable custom codes and dApps available for CZ-style Lottery tokens, custom routers, 
farming & staking platforms, low-volatility rewards coins, and more…

https://cz.cash


‘FairTribe’ Token Building 
and Liquidity Funding



What is FairTribe?
FairTribe is an official branch of CZodiac that specializes 

in subsidizing liquidity to tokens for new and existing 

projects using $CZUSD.

CZodiac’s FairTribe has its own unique direction and 

roadmap, as well as goals that lie in tandem with CZodiac 

DeFi Bank. This includes the sleek craftsmanship of 

cz.cash, an all-in-one swap/router, charting, tracking, and 

information hub for quick access to all FairTribe partner 

projects and tokens.





High-Yield
Stabletoken

CZUSD



WHAT IS CZUSD?
A combination of backing assets and                                                                   
automatic price pegging define CZUSD.                                        
It has reduced complexity compared to                                                       
other protocols. 
Less complexity equates to less risk…

$CZUSD is a stabletoken.                    
It is fully backed by a basket of 
yield bearing stablecoins.



The CZodiac Stable is extremely versatile. It is the smartest functioning stabletoken on the BSC.

In a bear market, you’d be hard-pressed to find a stablecoin with: 

outstanding staking APRs 

liquidity funding for newly launched tokens

automated price pegging with over 100% collateralization

CZUSD, THE BACKBONE OF CZODIAC DEFI BANK

CZUSD is all of these…
– Currently 108% collateralization
— More than $1,000,000 in liquidity



FARMING
&

STAKING



CZF stats:
9464 CZF holders
241,640 CZF transfers



Official CZodiac NFTs



NFT Passive Rewards
Passive rewards for life… 
Dropped weekly to all 
holders’ wallets. 

To the left, you can see 
weekly rewards increase 
as the price of CZF moves 
up. $1 per week is the 
absolute bottom.

You can buy new CZodiac 
Rabbits on 
rabbitcatch.com  -or-  win 
CZodiac NFTs by holding 
LRT, our Chainlink 
integrated lottery token.



Lucky Rabbit Token (LRT)







Authentic Silver Dollar
NFTs

(and another BEP-20 lottery token)



Buy Authentic 
Silver Dollar NFTs

on
https://numis.cz.cash 

- and -
https://www.rafalovichcoins.com/shop

https://numis.cz.cash
https://www.rafalovichcoins.com/shop


Welcome to the numis station. 
Enjoy browsing and collecting from the selection.

The NFTs that are dropped to holders of LSDT are all acquired by Rafalovich.

Rafalovich’s Lucky Silver Dollar Token (LSDT) is the first official fork of CZodiac’s LRT. 

LSDT is a lottery token that allows users to win rare silver dollar NFTs. 
These NFTs are backed by REAL COINS!

Buy and hold LSDT on cz.cash
Fair, Safe, Fast, Reliable

https://cz.cash


To the right, you can observe 
Rafalovich appraising and grading a 

stack of silver dollars. 
He is PCGS certified. 

The Morgan Dollars and Peace 
Dollars on numis.cz.cash are all 

acquired and graded by Rafalovich, 
and they are currently all commons 

ranging from $30’s to $70’s.
This allows the LSDT contract to be 
able to airdrop any silver dollars in 

the vault to the lucky winners

To the left, you can see the vaults 
where all the ‘wrapped NFT’ Silver 

Dollars are kept in safety.
This vault is located in a FDIC 

insured bank in Hawaii.

https://numis.cz.cash/


Thank you for checking us out!

Please stop by in our Telegram channel if you have 
any questions or comments!

https://t.me/CZodiacofficial


